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CLUB MEETINGS 
2nd and 4th Tuesday of Each Month 

at 7:30pm 
 

ALL Public Meetings are 

CANCELLED 
 

Until Further Notice 
Due to COVID-19 Restrictions 

 

Meetings Will Be Conducted Online Using 
Zoom Conferencing/Meeting. 

 
 

 

Please Note: 
 

With the Government’s easing of COVID-19 
Restrictions some Club Activities are being held 
where “Social Distancing” Regulations can and 
must be adhered to.  

PHOTO GROUP DIARY 
 

August 2020 

ALL SCHEDULED PUBLIC 
MEETINGS are CANCELLED 

 

Replace by Digital Conferencing 

Tues 11th  

July Monthly Competition On Line 
Entry Closing Date & Time: 

(11:45pm) 
 

Both Prints Sections and the Digital 
Section 

Tues 11th  

NO Public Meeting 
 

(COVID-19 Meetings’  Restrictions) 
 

Meeting Online Using Zoom 

“Audio Visual Production with 
ProShow Gold” with John Alessi 

Sun 16th 
Outing 

Mt. Kembla Heritage Walk, 
Mt. Kembla 

Tues 25th  

NO Public Meeting 
 

(COVID-19 Meetings’  Restrictions) 
 

Meeting Online Using Zoom 

Monthly Competition: “Open”  
Judge: Colin Talbot 

 
 

 

Email Contacts:  

General Enquiries photogroup@wollongongcameraclub.com 

Photography Group Monthly Competition Information: 

Competition Entry (On Line) 

 

Email Enquiries: photocomp@wollongongcameraclub.com 
  

Newsletter Editor Email: editor@wollongongcameraclub.com 
 

 
 

2020 Membership Fees 

Member: $75.00 

Pensioner: $65.00 

Family: $110.00 

Student: $45.00 
 
 
 
 

 

 
  

 

 

 

Website: https://wollongong.myphotoclub.com.au 
July 2020 Edition: 2020/07 

Contact Phone Number: 0457 415598 
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Dates For Your Diary 
 

 

July/August 2020:  “FCC 2020 Interclub Entries Pre-Selections” 
 

 

Please note: This is a “Digital 
Only” Interclub due to COVID-
19. NO Prints for 2020.  
 
 
 
Sunday August 16th 2020:  “Mt. Kembla Heritage Walk” (Club Outing) 
 

Where: Mt. Kembla to Colliery Memorial Pathway 

Date: Sunday, August 16th 2020 

Meeting Place 

& Time: 

Sign in at 10am, Corner of Benjamin & Kirkwood Streets, Mt. Kembla. If you 
are late for sign, please sms Kaz. 

Bushwalkers can explore the sweeping views of Cordeaux Heights and beyond. Beginning at the corner 
of Benjamin Road and Kirkwood Place and is a comfortable 23 minute walk up to the lookout, the site 
of the former Nebo Colliery’s Bradford Breaker Building, overlooking the Coal Industry’s 
transportation route from last centre. 

Club Contact: Kaz Childs  0414 377 999 

Social Distancing Applies to this activity. 

 
 
 
Now ~ November 1st 2020:  “Lake Macquarie International Circuit Photographic Exhibitions” 
 

Digital only 
Competitions. 

3, possibly 4, Competitions, is this International Circuit. Lake Macquarie, 
Belmont, Newcastle and possibly Wangi (to be confirmed) 

 Closing Date: November 1st 2020 

 

Entry & Conditions 

Details: 
lakemacint.myphotoclub.com.au 

Exhibition Approvals: APS and PSA 

Sections: 

(Digital Only) 

Colour, Monochrome, Portrait, Cell Phone Photography, 
Nature and Wildlife. 

 
Contact & 

email: 

Roy Killen APSA GMPSA, EFIAP, APSEM 
Email: LakeMacCircuit@gmail.com 

 

Please note: This International Circuit replaces the previous Lake Macquarie National. 
 
 
  

FCC 2020 Interclub Pre-Selection Entries  

When: Coming Very Soon 

Closing Date: To Be Announced 

Categories: Digital 

Colour Digital Image 
Monochrome Digital Image 
Nature Digital Image 
Creative Digital Image 
Australian Landscape Digital Image 
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August 2nd 2020:  “Club’s Marketing Image Closing Date” 
 

Digital only 
Do you have the image to represent the Club in its marketing programme? 
1,000 postcard styled flyers to be distributed throughout the Illawarra. 

 Closing Date: Sunday, August 2nd 2020 

 

Entry : 
Club’s “Member Page”, Competition Entry “Image 
Selection – Club Advertising”  

Limitations: Limit of one (1) only. 

Selection 

Image: 

“Open” that represent the Club. If a portrait is submitted 
the photographer has to provide a signed “Model Release” 
form  

Hurry, limited spaces! Final Images: Six (6) images will be selected. 300dpi high resolution 
 

Please note: The selected images will credit the “Photographer” and the “Title”. 
 
 

October 30th 2020:  “23rd Annual Cherry Festival Photographic  & Exhibition Closing Date” 
 

Closing Date: Friday, October 30th 2020 

Entry : 

 Prints only: (25cm x 20cm ~ max 50cm x 40cm); 
 Postage or hand delivery to Young. 
 Cost to enter.  

Categories: 
12 Sections (Please view the “Conditions of Entry” for all Categories. Limit three (3) 
Entries per Category. 

Divisions: 
 Open; and 
 Junior (Under 13 Years and 13 ~ under 18 Year old 

 

 
 

November 27th & 28th 2020:  “L’Étape Australia by Tour de France” 
 

Not An Organised Club 
Outing. 

L’Étape Australia by Tour de France is coming to the Illawarra and with it 
comes a plethora of fantastic photo opportunities. the race route are Kiama, 
Kangaroo Valley, Jamberoo, Berry, Robertson, Fitzroy Falls and more 

For your personal 

information only 
When: November 27th and 28th 2020 (Friday and Saturday) 

 

More Information: https://letapeaustralia.com/the-race/ 

The Race 
Start & finish at Kiama, taking in Jamberoo, Robertson, 
Fitzroy Falls, Kangaroo Valley, Berry, Gerringong to Kiama. 

The Ride 
Kiama, Berry, Kangaroo Valley, Bolong, Coolangatta with a 
finish at Berry 
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Tuesday, July 14th 2020 
 

President Brian Harvey extended a warm welcome to our members and visitors on this wintery evening 
where the East Australian Low brought the rain, winds and high seas. There were 27 members logged in and 
2 visitors from Victoria (1 from Ballarat, 1 from Bendigo Camera Club) and our first International Visitor 
(on Zoom) from Ottawa Canada. Brian then introduced our guest Presenter, Glenn Smith, from the 
Macarthur Area of SW Sydney, who would be speaking on “Fungi (and Bird) Photography”. 
 
Business: 
 

Brian mentioned the following: 
 Outings: 

 Monday, July 20th 2020. “Mt. Annan Botanic Garden”. Meeting at the Garden’s Visitor Centre. 
Please supply your own food and drinks (café is closed). Please be prepared for wet weather. 

 Sunday, August 16th 2020. “Mt Kembla Heritage Walk”. Meeting at corner of Benjamin Road 
and Kirkwood Place, Mt. Kembla at 10am. 

 
 Club Marketing. Images required for a “postcard” style advertising programme. 1000 postcard sized 

material for distribution. Club is looking for six (6) images that represent the Club. Please contact Kaz 
for further details. 

 Club’s Facebook Page. An interview with tonight’s Presenter, Glenn Smith. Please check it out. 
 
Our Presenter:  Glenn Smith 
 

Glenn was a 10 year old when he picked up a camera indicating his interest in 
photography. Into his “working” years travelling on public transport Glenn would listen to 
Photography Podcasts to glean photographic insights. Today he endeavours to spend at 
least one day each weekend with his camera in hand, exploring new opportunities, 
especially in fungi and bird photography. Glenn has been inspired by Steve Parish, 
attending a Steve Parish workshop (2016) in Central Australia, in “… seeing and creating 
art with the camera.” Since then Glenn has been to Tasmania and Western Australia with 
Parish. 
 

Glenn’s greatest achievement is the Canon 2018 NSW Light Awards Photographic Competition which was a 
24 hour photographic challenge where about 600 photographers participated. 
 

Currently Glenn runs workshops at Mt. Annan Botanic Gardens, the odd photographic job and the occasional 
presentation at Camera Clubs and Bird Groups. 
 

Presentation: “Fungi and Bird Photography”.           
 

Glenn thanked the Club for the invitation to speak about Fungi and Bird Photography. He recollected that his 
digital journey commenced in 2006 and has been shooting (photographically) for about 44 years, mainly 
birds and “mushrooms”. Tonight’s presentation will be mainly around mushrooms (fungi) with the 
occasional bird and other animals. 
 

 How I Got Started? Glenn recollected that Google Plus (2015 ~ April 2019) in the early years had a 
weekly “Themes” where he could upload images, particularly fungi. It was during this period that 
Glenn honed his fungi imaging skills along with artificial lighting on a subject what won’t talk back. 
These skills Glenn is able to use in other genres. This also gave Glenn and an on-line presence. Today 
he has an Instagram account and also makes use of other on-line sites: 

 https://www.cake.co/ 
 https://www.tipua.com 
 https://mewe.com/ 

 

 Why Choose Mushrooms? Glenn said there are a variety of reasons, they: 
 Don’t talk back; 
 Don’t complain, “I’m taking too long”; 
 Don’t move, much; 
 All different; 
 Available most of the year, you just need to look for them; 
 Great subjects for lighting (Speedlite, torches, reflected light and more). 
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 Mushroom Photography. Glenn remarked that mushroom photography was like miniature 
landscapes, portraits, mono with the trick in being able to pick and bring 
out the textures in the subjects. For this he makes use or both natural and 
artificial lighting. Using several speedlites with and without filters, 
coloured Gels and diffusers he is able to backlight, side light and front 
light his subject with various illumination. Varying the different light 
sources he is able create different moods for his images. Glenn noted that 
finding something that is different, interesting is high on his list and can 
open a new world of other “creatures” such as insects (ants, etc) or ground litter. He will focus stack 
(take several images at different focus point distances and blend together for one image of a greater 
DoF) due to the limitations of the lens and the closeness of the subject, usually just 8 ~ 15cm’s, 
without pushing the lens to smaller f-stops (like f22) resulting in loss of image quality. 

 

 Where Do Birds Com Into It? Glenn commented that birds are usually afraid of people and will 
scatter or fly off when people approach. He explained when photographing fungi, 
he is down on his hands and knees, so that birds eventually become accustom to 
him and will come back. All Glenn has to do is preset his camera and wait for the 
right moment. He advised that photographers use a fast shutter speed (1/1000th 
second or faster) requiring a wide aperture (around f6/f6.8) to grab the quick 
moving birds.  

 

 Focus Stacking Process. Glenn explained the focus stacking process 
particularly the editing side. His first piece of advice was about the pixels, total 
number. Lower MP’s have the advantage during the process, especially in the time 

period required to process each image. Glenn will: 
 Basic editing in Lightroom making any necessary adjustments. He will then sync each 

additional image and apply these “adjustments” to all; 
 In Photoshop Glenn will stack all the images into separate layers and use “Focus Stacking” 

to process (blend) each image into one complete image. Then crop the resultant image to 
remove any misaligned layer/s. 

 Focus Stacking is a tool and can be used for landscapes or other subjects where there is no 
movement. 

 

 Lighting. 
 Use A 2nd Light. Glenn recommends that we use the Flash/Speedlite’s setting where the 

output power can be adjusted. Glenn commented that he uses a wireless system for his 
camera and multiple (usually 2) speedlites connected with a wireless communication 
Command unit and triggers. He mentioned that he positions the artificial lighting at 45o to 
the subject, to provide back and side lighting is association with colour gels (as required) 
and diffusers to soften the light. Due to the nature of macro photography, the lens is often 
very close to the subject, so Glenn reminded us all of the “Inverse Square Law of light” 
where the light’s intensity reduces inversely proportionally to 
the square of the distance from the subject to the light source. 
(Subject to Speedlite is 2 metres, then the Inverse Square Law 
says that the light intensity at the subject is 1/22 (1/4). Just 
another consideration to be taken when lighting your subject. 

 Use Liveview. Glenn mentioned that everything is usually “on 
the ground” (camera equipment. Thus it becomes easier to use 
the camerqa’s liveview screen to compose the shot. He aims to 
adjust his lighting for a black background (higher shutter speed 
to match the speedlite’s maximum shutter speed) and isolate the subject from the 
background with the artificial lighting. 

 Use Colour Gels. Glenn mentioned that he uses colour gels on his speedlite’s to create a 
mood. He will during the post-production editing set the “auto White Balance” which 
adjusts the image’s colours to the opposite (golden yellow becomes blue). (Check out the 

Colour Wheel for a fuller understanding how this is accomplished; Editor)  
 

During a short break for a cuppa, Glenn asked the remaining members on line if there 
were any questions. Glenn covered a variety of subjects from “using a tripod” (no, just 
bean bags flat on the ground), flash (free standing with the occasional torch light), 
“gardening” (very minor “cleaning up” then replacing any removed items after taking the 
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picture), distractions (like background garden hoses that can’t be removed/moved, then consider reducing the 
effect by creating a monochrome image). 
 
Glenn commenced the next part of his presentation discussing the effects of lighting with reference to the 
moon. He demonstrated these effects with 3 Moon phases; full, half and quarter, asking “…where are the 
craters? What caused them to appear, or disappear?” 
 

Glenn highlighted the absence 
and appearance of the Moon’s 
craters, asking what was 
causing this? 
 

After several moments, a few 
audience responses he revealed 
the lighting source’s (the sun) 
direction. As the source moved 
towards the side of the moon, 
the craters began to appear 
(shadows and textures).  

 

Why was this divergence to the Moon important? Glenn remarked it highlight’s the importance of the 
lighting source’s direction. The Full Moon, light is coming straight on resulting in no shadows or crater 
definition. As the Moon moves to the Half Moon phase, the Sun’s lighting effect has moved to a side-
lighting position with the craters having definition especially between the light and dark portions. Finally in 
the Quarter Moon phase, the craters’ definitions are more prominent. 
 

Why was the “Moon” important? Glenn used this to demonstrate how the lighting source’s direction can 
affect what is taken and how it is displayed in the image. Glenn expanded this to talk about how he utilises 
artificial lighting placing the sources (speedlites/flash) at 45o to the camera’s view, thus illuminating the 
subjects’ edges, textures, shadows and emphasising details. 
 

 Glenn’s Photographic Equipment. Glenn said he is a “Canon” photographer, so he uses several 
Canon dSLR cameras and lens, a Canon Speedlite and one Yongnuo Speedlite with Yongnuo ETTL 
Trigger and Receivers for flash communications. He also uses various Softbox configurations and 
coloured gels on his speedlites.  Glenn demonstrated camera modes with resultant images. He will 

shoot in Manual Mode so he can control the picture’s look to 
his liking, underexposing the image slightly and then make 
adjustments in Lightroom with further editing in 
Photoshop for the creative look. During the shoot he will 
use the camera’s LiveView screen and a delayed shutter 
operation time. He has made his own “grid” diffusers to 
control the light’s direction but warned that photographers 

need to be careful as the “grids’” lines/shadows can become part of the image. 
 

 Topaz Impression. Glenn explained that he is a creative artist and not a photojournalist. As such he is 
at liberty to “creative” the final image as he likes. This may include “adjusting” the 
background, or any other area’ as he feels to 
eliminate th distractions. In these cases he’ll 
further process the image in Topaz 
Impression package. He explained his image 
editing process; first in Lightroom, then 

Photoshop before using Topaz Impression before taking 
the image back to Photoshop for blending with the other 
layers and completing the process in Lightroom. Glenn 
demonstrated this with several images, fungi, birds with all 
agreeing the finished product was a vastly improved image. 
Glenn remarked that this isolates the main subject from the background. 

 
 
 
 

Full Moon Half Moon Quarter Moon 
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Practical Post-Production Editing Demonstration.  
 

Glenn spent the last 15 minutes of his presentation demonstrating how he edits a 7-Image focus Stacked 
photograph using: 

 Lightroom. Imports the photographs, highlight the first one to edit. He has set his own Preset 
(sharpening, Colour adjustments along with other adjustments he feels is required. He’ll then select 
the other images and “Sync” them to apply the same “treatment” to all images in the group. 

 Photoshop. Open and load all the images so that become a separate layer. Here he’ll use the Focus 
Stacking tool to combine the images into one layer. Then a duplication of this final, ready to be sent 
to Topaz Impression. 

 Topaz Impression. Glenn will apply a texture to suit the image, making adjustment as he feels 
necessary. Then it’s back to Photoshop 

 Photoshop. Some slight adjustments maybe required. He’ll mask the main subject and blend the 
Topaz edited image before blending all together.  

 Lightroom is the final destination; some cropping may be required and other adjustments in clarity, 
shadows and more. 

 

Following the conclusion of Glenn’s formal presentation he spent a few moments speaking about a number 
of activities and his Canon 2018 NSW Light Awards Photographic Competition Award image: 

 Mt. Annan Botanic Gardens Walkaround, Monday July 20th 2020. Glenn briefly mentioned some 
significant steps to follow (social distancing, keep to the pathways, have a good time) whilst 
attending the mini workshop; 

 Normal Workshops – “On Hold”. Due to COVID-19 all workshops are closed until further notice; 
 Workshops. Normally held in the Mt. Annan Botanic Gardens on 2nd Sunday of the Month 

commencing at 8:15am and finishing at 1:00pm. This includes a mini classroom presentation, 
practical session in the gardens and back to the classroom for discussions. 

 
Glenn said his greatest achievement was the Canon 2018 NSW Light Awards 
Photographic Competition, a 24 hour photographic challenge, where about 
600 photographers participated. He spoke about the lighting he arranged, how 
it was taken and the judge’s constructive and strong argument is awarding 
this image top. He said it had 9 individual lights; one a Speedlite, the rest 
torches, two iPhones, pretty much every light source I could find in the 
house.  
 
Chairperson, Brian thanked Glenn for a good evening showcasing his love of the fungi and birds. We had all 
learnt from Glenn’s presentation and hope that we’ll all be able to practice some of his principles in 
photographing them. Brian also acknowledged and thanked our 2 Interstate visitors and 1 International 
visitor (especially for their early start to the day in Ottawa, Canada). 
 
 
Monday, July 20th 2020 
 

“Australian Botanic Garden Mt Annan Outing” 
 

It had been a long four months since the Club’s last outing, and a dozen 
participants including a visitor turned out for the Australian Botanic Garden 
excursion. Plus, we had the added bonus of Glenn Smith – July’s Guest 
Presenter and mushroom & birding aficionado – joining us for the entire day. 
 

Starting out at around 9am, we headed up to 
the Connections Garden in search of fungi 
and other eye candy. Despite this not being 
the best season for it, many did manage to 
find some fungus, and all were astounded by 
just how tiny they were. Imagine how we 

must have looked to outsiders; lying on dirt trying to capture things that 
weren’t even visible from just a couple of metres away… Thankfully, 
Glenn knew exactly where to look and was super helpful with not just 
locating these gems but how to get the shots we wanted. 
 

 

Fungi    
(Col Marshman) 

 

Lunchtime. 
( Kaz Childs) 
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A couple of hours later we emerged from that particular garden to gather 
(COVID-safely) for a lunch of various pre-packed treats & coffee. 
 

In the afternoon, Glenn led most of the group – currently referred to as The 
Birders – out into the woods in search of feathered fodder. Some of us went 
back to Connections looking for more mushrooms, or just explored the flower 
beds. Practically everyone, apparently, also managed to capture a butterfly or 
two. It’s estimated that between us, we shot several thousand photos, so it was 
well worth the trip up (and the day off). 
 

Thank you to everyone who came along and made this outing such a welcome 
relief from the ‘everyday’. Let’s hope that our region stays safe, so we can get 
out together again next month! 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tuesday, July 28th 2020 
 

President Brian Harvey welcomed 33 members and visitors to this evening’s wintery Competition Night. 
Brian mentioned there were 3 visitors (our Judge, Denis, Mac and Cynzia). 
 

Business: 
 

Brian mentioned the following for the members’ attention: 
 Club Venue, Figtree Heights Primary School.  

 Returning to the school venue for the rest of 2020 looks to be out of the question due to the 
COVID-19 Requirements (Social Distancing, limit of 15 people, Hall requiring a full cleaning 
before and after each Club meeting; 

 Remainder of 2020 will be Zoom Meetings; 
 2020 Programme. Some changes may be required due to Presenters and Zoom Meeting 

constraints; 
 All Monthly Competitions will be digitally judges except the 2020 “Print of the Year” 

Competition which will require the physical Print Entry for judging. Further details closer to the 
Entry Date. 

 Club Sponsorship. The Club has 2 Sponsors for the remainder of 2020 and 2021: 
 PhotoMart (Barrack Heights) will be continuing; and 
 Online Camera Ed. A Digital Photography College. www.onlinecameraed.com Take a look at 

their website for courses in Camera Craft Skills and Post Production (Lightroom and PhotoShop). 
 Interview Volunteers. Kaz Childs is looking for volunteers to be part of “Meet Our Members” series 

to be put on the Club’s Facebook Group. Please contact Kaz at: photos@kazchils.com for further 
information. 

 Club Advertising Flyers. Reminder that images for selection for the new Club Flyers close on 
Sunday, August 2nd. See “dates For Your Dairy” section for further details. 

 Club Outings. Kaz has arranged monthly outings for August ~ November. Please refer to your 
emails for details. Should you wish to receivea copy, the contact Ruth Brooks (Club Secretary) by 
email (secretary@wollongongcameraclub.com) 

 Macarthur Camera House in Wollongong. Will be at Wollongong Central (in front of Priceline) for 7 
days, August 29th ~ Sept 4th 2020 holding camera tutorials, video conferencing setups, information 
and “Chat to the Pro” times. 

 
Up there!  

(Sue Martin) 

   

Opening For Business 
(Kaz Childs) 

Young Cockatoo 
(Dawne Harridge) 

Feeding Time 
(Sue Souter LAPS) 
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 Next Movie Makers Grp Meeting. Tuesday, August 4th 2020 at 7:20pm for 7:30pm start.  Topic 
Timelapse and A/V Making. 

 
Our Judge: Denis Cale 
 

Club Competition Director, Tim Porteous, introduced our judge saying that Denis Cale’s 
father introduced Denis to photography in the 1950’s, having a Kodak Baby Brownie as his 
first camera. He then progressed to the “SLR” world with a Minolta, various lenses, 
extension tubes, Metz Flash unit and Cokin Filter sets. Denis later set up his own Video 
Production Company and lectures at private Universities, Evening Colleges and Schools, 
specialising in live multi-cam video productions and documentaries. 
 

In retirement photography education, sharing his passion and knowledge through Ono-On-One Camera 
courses and workshops has continued. Each year he takes local small groups to various locations (Red 
Centre, Victorian High Country, Flinders Ranges, Mungo NP and more) from his Shoalhaven area. 
 

Denis is an active Clubman at the Shoalhaven Photographic Club serving in various capacities including 
President (3 years) and Committee person over the past 9 years. He has been a FCC accredited judge for the 
past 6 years, giving back to the photographic community all that he has learnt. 
 
Competition: “Beauty”      
 

The Competition’s guidelines for entrants was simple; “As the saying goes “Beauty is in the eye of the 
beholder”.   
 

Digital Images: 
 

Denis commented upon a variety of items that he considered photographers, with a little thought and help, 
could improve their images.  
 

Lighting. Denis mentioned back lighting, in its various strengths or weakness, and how this affected the 
image. In particular, strong back lighting normally results in a flat image. He also noted how entrants had 
handled the night lighting, resulting in an underexposed image. He suggested, if a RAW file was saved, then 
take another look at it, using the sliders to bring the exposure up to normal levels. Harsh lighting conditions 
were another area, particularly with people/portraiture, that would benefit from the use of a reflector to 
reduce those harsh highlights. 
 

Crop. Denis explained that we photographers want to include everything we take. However a greater 
percentage of the image is unnecessary. He demonstrated this with the entry “Vienna Beauty” suggesting 
that the photographer reduce the tall building columns with prudent “cropping” so that the person isn’t 
dwarfed by the building.  
 

Where’s The Subject? In “Wattle Bird” Denis remarked that the bird (the subject) was being particularly 
concealed by the flowers (the secondary elements) in the image. 
 

Denis’ Digital Awards were: 

 
The Judge’s comments on Cheryl’s Best In Section Digital Image Award were: “A stunning B&W image. 
The low key approach really makes the lady’s features stand out. The intense stare just grabs you” 

Digital All Grades Awards 

 

Best In 

Section: “Low Key Beauty”, Cheryl Thompson 

Merits 

(4): 
Cheryl Thompson,  Matt Dawson, Colin Marshman, Tim 
Porteous 

Credits 

(7): 

Ruth Brooks, Raymond Clack, Alexander Dawson,  Kerry 
Gilmore,   Dawne Harridge, Tim Hoevenagel, Kathy Pond, 
Bruce Shaw 

Entries received: 32 Entrants: 32   
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A short cuppa break allowed the attendees and the judge to catch their breath, boil the 
kettle before returning to settle into the Print Categories. During this time, Denis was 
asked several questions regarding some of the judge’s comments especially in the Colour 
Balance and the adjusting of hues, colour temperature with the Luminance adjustment 
slider/s. Denis suggested the photographer use the “eye dropper” to check the element’s colour where the 
photographer wanted to adjust. Another subject was Screen Calibration to correctly adjust 
computer’s/Laptop’s screen to match the screen and the printed image. It’s so easy for the screen to drift in 
this area, yet it affects so much. 
 
Prints: 
 

Colour Prints 
 

Distractions. Denis explained that distractions come in many forms; from highlights, solid elements 
protruding from the head, limbs cut off. Denis mention that “Hue” can be a distraction explaining this 
phenomenon with the assistance of the entry “Reflections On Lake Bled 2”. Here Denis mentioned to middle 
ground’s colours didn’t blend with the blues of the mountains in the background. He suggested that some 
Hue Adjustment may fix this, so that the viewer’s eye doesn’t look pass the main elements in the fore- and 
mid-ground regions. 
 

Composition and Balance. Denis commented that there are times when, as photographers, we tend to 
“crop” our image to tightly to focus on the main subject/elements. However this can lead to confusing the 
viewer as to what the image is all about. Whilst on “composition’ Denis mentioned that it was possible to 
interfere with the image’s balance by removing secondary elements supporting the overall storyline. He 
mentioned the focus point (Beautiful Smiles), whilst a good composition the photographer has missed the 
focus point creating a soft image. Whilst Beautiful Smiles may have been soft, our judge said that “Beauty of 
the Flower” had him engaged in this image and kept his interest. 
 

Subject; Yes, No or Maybe? Denis was constantly asking himself whether particular images were, or not, 
meeting the Competition’s guidelines. “…does it satisfy the criteria?” This was a hard area and sometimes 
difficult to follow our judge with what he ruled “Yes” and those he thought were “No”. 
 
Denis’ Colour Prints’ Awards were: 
 

Colour Prints “A” Grade Awards 

 

Best In Section: “A Fiery Sunset”, Viviene Noble 

Merits 

(4): 
Vivienne Noble, Colin Marshman, Helen Robinson, 
Bruce Shaw 

Credits 

(4): 
Jill Bartlett, Matt Dawson, Dawne Harridge, Sue 
Martin 

Entries received: 13 Entrants: 13   
 

The Judge’s comments on Vivienne’s Best In Section Colour Print A Grade Award were: “Excellent 
composition with foreground interest to draw you in. A few silhouetted birds and fisher man and a fiery 
sunset make this image pop.” 
 

Colour Prints “B” Grade Awards 

 

Best In 

Section: “Beauty In The Eye Of The Beholder”, Cheryl Thompson 

Merits 

(4): Cheryl Thompson, Ross Bembrick, Kerry Gilmore, Jim Ollis 

Credits 

(4): 
Raymond Clack, Tim Hoevenagel, Lynley Olsson, Clara 
Soedarmo 

Entries received: 16 Entrants: 16   
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The Judge’s comments on Cheryl’s Best In Section Colour Print B Grade Award were: “A true beauty, every 
detail is accurate in colour and sharpness. A very striking pose.” 
 
 
Monochrome Prints 
 

What Am I Looking For? Denis briefly mentioned the essentials to Monochrome images; Contrast, 
Textures, Full Tonal Range and details. He also mentioned a judging method that he also applies to Colour 
images, based upon three (3) “H’s”: 

1. Head. Does the image engage me? What keeps me wanting to stay? A score with a maximum of 6; 
2. Heart. Emotions. Does it create any emotions within me? A score with a maximum of 6; and 
3. Hand. The technical side. A maximum score of 4. 

 

Timing? Denis spoke about the photographer’s timing in capturing the right moment of the image’s action. 
Getting this right, you have your audience captivated. Of courses the photographer still has to get all the 
other “technical” right for that enchanting image. 
 

What Type of Image? Denis posed the question; “Colour or Black and White?” What the decision making 
processes in selecting your image’s “colour” style? Denis explained this with the entry, “Natural Bridge”. In 
his opinion he thought the image would be a better in colour, from an interest point of view. However he did 
like that way the photographer had produced the details, texture and contrast but there just wasn’t enough to 
satisfy him as a monochrome. Denis also noted that “Cymbydium Splendor”, with its rich colours, would be 
better as a colour image highlighting the detail in the little flowers, making it a more attractive image. 
 

Depth of Field (DoF). Denis spoke about subject isolation separating the main subject and the background 
using a shallow DoF. He demonstrated this with the entry “The Beautiful Game” Denis also noted the use of 
a high shutter speed and capturing the cricket ball at the bat, a timing that many miss-judge. 
 

Cropping. Again cropping the image was raised. Our judge spoke about eliminating distractions. In “Nellies 
Glen”, he noted the bottom ⅓rd of the image was “messy” and unnecessary. He suggested the photographer 
crop just under the rock in the lower ⅓rd, thus creating a strong image with bold elements. 
 

Conflicting Elements. Denis commented that his eyes were jumping from one framed image to a second 
framed image in “Beauty In Art In Ukraine”. He suggested the photographer simplify the overall image and 
remove one of the “framed” elements. He noted that it was obvious in this image though many 
photographers overlook the even repetitive elements in their final picture. Looking at the image, taking note 
of the elements before signing off as completed is a great practice. 
 
Denis’ Monochrome Prints’ Awards were: 
 

 

The Judge’s comments on Sue’s Best In Section Monochrome Print A Grade Award were: “This lovely old 
lady has such a delightful smile. The beautiful eyes suggest she would be a very kind gentle person.” 
 
 
 
 
 

Monochrome Prints “A” Grade Awards 

 

Best In Section: “Edith”, Sue Martin 

Merits 

(5): 
Sue Martin, Ruth Brooks, Joe Cremona, Dawne Harridge,  
Helen Robinson 

Credits 

(2): 
Tim Porteous, Vivienne Noble 

Entries received: 13 Entrants: 13   
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Monochrome Prints “B” Grade Awards 

 

Best In Section: “White Warath”, Kerry Gilmore 

Merits 

(3): 
Kerry Gilmore, Ross Bembrick, Karen Childs 

Credits 

(3): 
Alexander Dawson, Jim Ollis, Clara Soedarmo 

Entries received: 14 Entrants: 14   
 

The Judge’s comments on Kerry’s Best In Section Monochrome Print B Grade Award were: “The 
composition and shallow depth work well in this instance. All the detail of the stamen's an petals are clearly 
defined.” 
 
Tim Porteous thanked Denis for his critiquing, comments and tips to help the members improve their images. 
 

Denis was very economical with his time and finished well ahead of the clock. With some time to spare 
Denis participated in a Q&A time where several members asked our judge some questions about their 
particular entry and the comments he made. Some responses from the entrants provided further insight into 
their entry, whether it was what appeared to be a grayish tone in a B&W Bribe’s dress was a silvery coloured 
dress. Others continued with the earlier Colour Calibration discussion and the methods they use to check 
their monitors/screens. 
 
Brian Harvey completed the evening advising the meeting that Wednesday’s Coffee and Chat morning won’t 
be happening. He thanked Denis for being part of the evening and the members for “coming along” to the 
Zoom meeting. 
 
 
POINTSCORES: July 2020      
 

PRINTS: 
 
 Colour Prints “A” Grade: 
 

25 Sue Martin 14 Helen Robinson 13 Elaine Duncan 
21 Colin Marshman 14 Joe Cremona 12 Ruth Brooks 
20 Vivienne Noble 14 Bruce Shaw 7 Geoff Gray 
18 Dawne Harridge 14 Tim Porteous 6 Jill Bartlett 
18 Sue Souter 13 Brendon Parker 6 Dylan Tate 
16 Matt Dawson    4 Brian Harvey 

 
 Colour Prints “B” Grade: 
 

25 Cheryl Thompson 11 Michael Cherviakov 8 Monte Hunt 
23 Kerry Gilmore 10 Val Porter 8 Lynley Olsson 
22 Alex Dawson 10 Clara Soedarmo 7 Sue Shaw 
18 Ann Lamb 10 Wayne Fulcher 6 Karen Childs 
18 Raymond Clack 9 Rachel Gilmour 5 Ross Bembrick 
12 Tim Hoevenagel 9 Jim Ollis 4 Kathy Pond 

 
 Monochrome Prints “A” Grade: 
 

26 Dawne Harridge 16 Helen Robinson 10 Jill Bartlett 
24 Joe Cremona 15 Sue Souter 7 Brendon Parker 
23 Sue Martin 15 Tim Porteous 6 Bruce Shaw 
19 Vivienne Noble 14 Elaine Duncan 6 Matt Dawson 
18 Colin Marshman 10 Geoff Gray 4 Brian Harvey 
18 Ruth Brooks    4 Dylan Tate 
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 Monochrome Prints “B” Grade: 
 

24 Karen Childs 12 Cheryl Thompson 7 Wayne Fulcher 
22 Ann Lamb 11 Raymond Clack 6 Michael Cherviakov 
20 Kerry Gilmore 10 Alex Dawson 5 Jim Ollis 
18 Clara Soedarmo 10 Rachel Gilmour 5 Kathy Pond 
16 Tim Hoevenagel 8 Lynley Olsson 5 Ross Bembrick 
14 Val Porter    4 Monte Hunt 

 
DIGITAL: 
 

28 Cheryl Thompson 13 Raymond Clack 8 Rachel Gilmour 
26 Dawne Harridge 12 Joe Cremona 7 Brendon Parker 
26 Colin Marshman 12 Dylan Tate 7 Monte Hunt 
20 Kerry Gilmore 10 Jill Bartlett 7 Vivienne Noble 
20 Sue Martin 10 Bruce Shaw 7 Michael Cherviakov 
20 Tim Porteous 10 Alex Dawson 7 Joe Baez 
20 Sue Souter 10 Elaine Duncan 6 Val Porter 
18 Karen Childs 10 Carolyn Womsley 6 Lynley Olsson 
18 Ann Lamb 10 Wayne Fulcher 6 Kathy Pond 
18 Matt Dawson 9 Andrew Gray 3 John Devenish 
17 Ruth Brooks 8 Brian Harvey 2 Jim Ollis 
14 Tim Hoevenagel 8 Sue Shaw 2 Ross Bembrick 

   8 Clara Soedarmo    
 
 

2020 Competition Details: August   
 

Competition: Subject “Open” 

 
 
Entry Conditions: 
 

Section Closing Date & Time/Comments 

Digital/EDI’s: 2nd Tuesday of the Competition Month.  Closing Time: 11:45pm 

Prints;  
On Line Entry: 

2nd Tuesday of the Competition Month.  Closing Time: 11:45pm  ** NEW ** 

 
On Line Entry: 
 

All 2020 Monthly Competition Entry/Entries, Digital/EDI and all Print Categories, are by the “On Line” 
Registration and Entry Form found at the Club’s website; 
 

 

Please Note:  
 

• “PRINT” entries are restricted to the “On Line” digital registered image 
until further notice (COVID-19 Restrictions). 

 

• Members are reminded that any entry that does not match the 
Competition Guidelines will not be accepted for this competition. 

 

• Both the Digital and Print Collections are remotely judged until further 
notice. 

 
Competition Subject Guidelines.  
 

All members are encouraged to view the Club’s website (https://wollongong.myphotoclub.com.au/) and click 
on the “Calendar” to view the recent change/s to competition guidelines. 
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2020 Print Entrants. 
 

All print entrants wishing to entry the Club’s 2020 “Print of the Year” Competitions in 
Colour, Monochrome A and B Grade are advised: 
 

A PHYSICAL Print IS REQUIRED for entry at the end of the year. 
 

The Management Committee are working out the logistics and will advise the 
members in due course. 

 
Greetings from Canada! 
 

I had the pleasure of sitting in on a recent Wollongong Camera 
Club meeting with Glenn Smith as the speaker. It was my first 
experience with ZOOM; I was quite impressed with the 
effectiveness of the software. Not quite the same as being there 
in person, but very close. It certainly is becoming a smaller 
world every day.  
 

Glenn’s images, and the “how” he makes them, were very intriguing. I was very glad to have an opportunity 
to see him “live”, explaining his techniques with the mushrooms (and the birds that drop by).  
 

I learned about the meeting through a social media post Glenn made on www.tipua.com This is a relatively 
new site, started by some former Google Plus (G+) Australian members looking to continue their 
experiences after the demise of G+. 
  

I’ve been to Australia twice in the past 6 years, but hadn’t had the privilege of visiting the Wollongong area. 
In 2014, we spent 30 days circumnavigating the continent on a cruise ship (Guess that is a dirty word these 
days in Australia!) stopping at 13 cities and a few non-Australian ports. In 2019 we disembarked another 
cruise ship and spent 2 weeks visiting the Sunshine Coast, Lamington National Park, Bunya Mountains and 
surrounding countrysides.  
 

I suspect Camera Clubs are as popular in Australia as they are here. I noted with interest you have a movie 
making section with regular meetings – great idea, not aware of any like that here. I live in Ottawa, Canada’s  
capital, with a population of 1,000,000. There are 3 clubs with membership from 80 to 250. One of the 
Ottawa clubs is 106 years old. In Gatineau, the city in Quebec with whom we share the Ottawa River shores, 
has a camera club as well. All four clubs have a wide range of photographers with varied interests, with the 
demographics these days tending towards the retired folks, but by no means solely that age group. 
 

Having four very distinct seasons ranging from summer high temperatures of  25°-35° down to the winter 
lows of -20° to -30°’s (and lower at times) with 250cm of snow, provides for a wide range of outdoor 
subjects. Our geography seems somewhat the same as we saw north and west of Brisbane; farm lands, forests  
and rolling hills (of various heights). 
 

There are many good raw file image processing softwares available. I suspect there is the same mix of 
feelings, re the Adobe subscription model there as there is here. I am an Adobe subscriber 
and use Lightroom Classic extensively as well as PhotoShop. 

 

For the past too many years I have provided Lightroom (Classic as it is 
now known) tips to a lengthy email list. If any of your members 
would like to receive the tips (which come on an “as-I-find-them” 
basis) I would be only too happy to add them to the list. Emails are sent “bcc” so there 

is no address sharing. Topics range from newbie to advanced. Please email Jim Robertson 
at jim@jimrobertson.ca if you would like to be placed on the list. 

 

I used to do produce AV presentations, starting back in the days of 35mm slides, but haven’t done a 
production for several years now. This background lead me to photobooks and lately using Adobe Spark, 
part of the Adobe subscription. Spark produces a webpage (at no hosting cost) and after dealing with a slight 
learning curve is quite easy to use. Two examples of mine as to what can be done: 

 Florida Birds: https://spark.adobe.com/page/lsLuNBtkBZLso/  
 Parc Omega: https://spark.adobe.com/page/YarfD6fBL6OVd/  

 

I’ll be keeping an eye on your meeting agendas and might zoom in again. Thanks, Jim Robertson (Ottawa, 
Canada).  

An email from Ottawa, Canada 

 


